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How Disciples Women go deep and wide in ministry

Disciples Women is a conduit for diverse connections empowering each woman to find her voice and live out her call. DWM celebrates the diversity of women of the DOC through representation in leadership, resources to study together and broaden our horizons, journeys to connect with and learn from global sisters, and opportunities to put leadership skills in use.

One way we expand connections of women is through the Woman-to-Woman Worldwide journey each year with a delegation of about twelve women sitting at the feet of women in other countries to become informed about what it means to be a woman of faith in that country, the special challenges women and girls face there, and the programs we can partner with when we return. The relationships built continue upon our return through electronic connections as well as DW focusing together on the lessons learned from the women of that country. Additionally, a bond is formed among the members of the delegation.

Having shared this time together, deep bonds are built and a broader worldview is gained. The global sisterhood is strengthened and all involved grow in their discipleship and understanding of God and how we participate with God in ministry.